introduction
We propose for Kadiwéu, a polysynthetic language of Brazil, an extension of the Part-of-speech (henceforth Pos) annotation of the Tycho Brahe Annotated Corpus of Historical Portuguese (www.tycho.iel.unicamp. br/~tycho/corpus) -henceforth tBC. Kadiwéu is a language from the south of south america that belongs to the Waikurúan linguistic family. It is spoken by about 1,500 Indians distributed over an area of 538,000 hectares in the state of Mato Grosso do sul, Brazil. the Waikurúan language family has two branches: (a) the Waikurúan Branch, which includes Mbayá and its descendent Kadiwéu; and (b) the southern Branch, which comprises four other languages: toba, Pilagá, Mocoví, and apibón, all spoken in argentina.
For the TBC, in order to treat the rich inflectional morphology of Portuguese, the Pos tagging system of the Penn Parsed Corpora of historical english (Kroch and collaborators 2000 (Kroch and collaborators , 2004 (Kroch and collaborators , 2010 was adapted in such a way that tags can be articulated, with a basic one, corresponding to the category of the word (vB, d, N, NPr, adJ) , and one or more secondary tags which encode morphological properties (-d, -UM-F, -F, -G) (cf. Britto et al. 2002) . In a language like Kadiwéu, the information conveyed by morphology is too rich to be treated this way. In these languages, except for some rare cases of portmanteau morphemes and suppletion, the correspondence between form and features is one-to-one, and can be encoded in a single tag. there follows an example of Kadiwéu with morpheme by morpheme glossing.
(1) ijo Gonel:egiwa ja wajipata.
i-jo
Gonel:egi-wa jaG w-awajipa-ta-wa d N t vB Gnr-Ncl man-Cla t erg-listen-obl-apl 'the/a man has listened to it. ' From a linguistic point of view, in a language like Kadiwéu, words and morphemes are treated the same way since the list of tags includes both tags associated with words (in the example above: d, N, vB) and tags associated with morphemes (erg, Gnr, obl, apl, etc) . the automatic tagging process will consist of two levels: first, as for languages like Portuguese, the tagger will be run at the level of the whole sentences, in order for each word to be assigned a Pos tag. at the second level, the process will be run inside of each relevant word, assigning tags to the morphemes. the system presented above will be the basis for the syntactic annotation of texts, projected from the word-level tags, as for the languages currently annotated, but without loss of the detailed morphological information typical of polysynthetic languages. this will allow for searches combining the three levels of annotation. the paper is organized as follows. In section II, we present the annotation system designed for a romance language, Portuguese, adapted from the system used in the Penn Parsed Corpora of english. In particular, such adaptation has involved the addition of sub-tags referring to morphology. In section III, we describe the aspects of the morphology and syntax of Kadiwéu that crucially distinguish this language from Indo-european languages, and will lead us to propose a new annotation system that could be used for corpora of other languages of similar typologies. In this section, we also introduce our tagging system, which departs from what was described for Portuguese in two aspects. First, each syntactic head is assigned a Pos tag regardless of whether it is an independent word or a bound morpheme. second, we include another layer of annotation that annotates each morpheme of the language. section Iv is devoted to the computational implementation of this annotation system. In section v, we show how to search in this new system.
the tAgging system oF the tycho brAhe corpus
the tagging system of the tycho Brahe Corpus (cf. http://www.tycho.iel. unicamp.br/corpus/manual/tags.html) was adapted from the Pos tag system of the Penn Parsed Corpus of Middle english (henceforth PPCMe) (http://www.ling. upenn.edu/hist-corpora/annotation/index.htm). Because of the richer inflectional morphology of Portuguese, the corresponding tagging set had to be considerably increased, reaching 377 tags instead of 86 for english. In order to avoid the computational complexity deriving from this high number, the tags were split in two parts: a base tag and a sub-tag, separated by a hyphen. accordingly, the tagging process was split in two steps, one concerning the base tag, and the other the subtag (cf. Finger 2000) . Table 1 below gives examples of the difference between the tags used in the annotation of the PPMl corpora and the tags used in the tBC for verbs other than auxiliaries. In table 1, we see that the total number of tags for verbs is in Portuguese is 5 times the number of the tags for english (35 vs. 7), since, beyond the fact that Portuguese has a richer tense marking, up to two enclitic clitics can be affixed to the inflected verb. In this case, the TBC annotation system adopted the PPCME use of the + symbol that codifies the contraction of two different words, which have to be split at the level of the syntactic annotation. 5 In 2 we give an example of an excerpt of text annotated along those lines, in which the application of the system can be observed with other categories, like D (Determiners), Q (Quantifiers) and Pro$ (Possessives) can be associated with a gender (-F) and/or number (-P) mark. We also see the numerous cases of contraction of a preposition (P), with a determiner (P+d).
(2) Afirmo/VB-P à/P+D-F Vossa/PRO$-F Excelência/NPR que/C foi/SR-D o/D meu/PRO$ sentimento/N muito/Q maior/ADJ-R-G do/P+D que/WPRO sei/VB-P declarar/VB ,/, assim/ADV pelo/P+D bom/ADJ sucesso/N desta/P+D-F minha/PRO$-F missão/N depender/VB da/P+D-F presença/N e/CONJ autoridade/N de/P Vossa/PRO$-F Excelência/NPR ,/, como/ CONJS pelo/P+D grande/ADJ-G desejo/N que/WPRO eu/PRO trazia/VB-D de/P me/CL ver/VB aos/P+D-P pés/N-P de/P Vossa/PRO$-F Excelência/ NPR ,/,reconhecendo-me/VB-G+CL Vossa/PRO$-F Excelência/NPR pelo/ P+D seu/PRO$ mais/ADV-R afeiçoado/VB-AN e/CONJ mais/ADV-R obrigado/ VB-AN criado/N ,/, e/CONJ logrando/VB-G eu/PRO de/P mais/ADV-R perto/ADV a/D-F mercê/N que/WPRO Vossa/PRO$-F Excelência/NPR em/P toda/Q-F parte/N há/HV-P sido/SR-PP servido/ADJ fazer-me/VB+CL ./. V-002,0.3/ID ./PONFP this system already represents a step forward the annotation of a richer morphology than english. as concerns a polysynthetic language like Kadiwéu, however, it is not adequate to provide us with a computationally exploitable system of annotation able to encode the huge richness of the morphological component. as we shall see in the next section, verbs in this language can bear up to 14 morphemes, realized as both prefixes and suffixes. In this case, the number of Pos tags would increase in such a way that such a system could barely be computationally implemented. as an example, take the case of nouns and verbs. In Portuguese, the longest possible tag is composed of 2 elements for nouns (N-P), and of 4 elements for verbs (vB-P+Cl+Cl) . In Kadiwéu, we would have to build Pos tags with up to 7 elements for nouns and to 14 elements for verbs in as many combinations as possible (cf. section Iv). Moreover, the structure of the tags would be more complex since some of the sub-tags would precede the basic tag and some other tags would follow it.
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In the next section, we present an overview of the morpho-syntax of Kadiwéu, which we will guide our tagging proposal.
An overview oF the morphology And syntAx oF KAdiwéu And our tAgging proposAl
Morphologically, the noun, verb, and D-system (Ds, quantifiers, numerals, interrogative pronouns) are highly inflected.
verbs
the verb agrees with the subject and object in person and number (sg/ pl). Person and number are not grammaticalized together in Kadiwéu, however (except for 1pl direct and indirect objects). so, we need independent tags for person and number.
Kadiwéu person is marked by a set of ergative agreement prefixes for transitive and inergative subjects and a set of absolutive agreement prefixes for direct objects and intransitive subjects. thus, the verb shows agreement with internal and external arguments, but the subject and object agreement markers are in complementary distribution according to a hierarchy 1PloBJ>2>1>3. We indicate whether the agreement is ergative or absolutive in our tagging since just one of them will be marked as a prefix. There is also a prefix for an impersonal subject.
Indirect objects as well as any oblique argument are marked by agreement as well. They are suffixes.
Kadiwéu has an inverse voice system and the verb is marked by an inverse morpheme whenever there is fronting of an internal argument (that occurs with any second or first-person internal argument (due to an inverse voice), unaccusative and reflexive verbs, among other fronting structures).
the verb is also marked by applicative, directional and motion markers, and aspect morphemes. the verb roots does not convey motion and directionality in these languages. and the language lacks adpositions as discussed later. Applicative verbal suffixes appear whenever a language as Portuguese or English would have prepositions.
Finally, there are valence changes morpheme that include antipassive morphology and other increasing or decreasing valence morphemes.
the morphological tags associated with verbs are presented in the table below, followed by examples. Note that the root is marked by v; in Kadiwéu there is no uninflected verbal root. doi/10.20396/cel.v59i3.8651003 Cadernos de Estudos Linguísticos v.59 n.3 Campinas, pp. 631-648 -set./dez. 2017 
Nouns and D-words.
The noun is obligatorily inflected by possession. Alienable nouns must additionally be marked by an antipassive morpheme. only borrowed nouns, unpossessed nouns like names that refer to nature, and proper names, are bare.
The noun can be optionally inflected by diminutive, number, and gender. Number and gender, however, are obligatory in the determiner system.
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Kadiwéu, like other Waikuruan languages, is a deictic classifier language (Aikhenwald 2000). Sandalo (2015) has interpreted deictic classifier languages as numeral classifier languages in which numeral classifiers are an obligatory ingredient of all determiner-like elements, such as quantifiers, numerals, and whwords for arguments. these d-words have a complex morphology, as it can be noted in the table 3 below. Bare nouns are normally interpreted as number neutral: in the case of count nouns, a bare singular NP is interpreted as a group (of 1 or more representatives of the kind), while a bare singular mass noun is interpreted as an unspecified amount of a substance. Even bare plurals of count nouns are interpreted as denoting several groups rather than individuals. Once a classifier is present, count nouns are seen as atoms in the singular, and as more than one individual in the plural, and masses are necessarily interpreted as packaged/ coming in (a number of) containers. Finally, the determiner system can also mark anaphoricity (i.e. whether a noun has been mentioned before in a text or is part of a common knowledge).
Additionally, there are classifier morphemes that denote shape and other properties of a noun and derivational morphemes that generate deverbal nouns.
the morphological tags corresponding to nouns, demonstratives, numerals, and quantifiers are below: 
POS tags and phrasal labels
In spite of the fact that the Kadiwéu Pos system is an extention of the Pos system used for Portuguese in the Tycho Brahe Annotated Corpus of Historical Portuguese, the grammatical differences between the two languages oblige us to introduce a few changes in the tagging system for Kadiwéu.
First, in Kadiwéu, aspect and mood are not marked by bound morphemes on the verb but by independent functional words. Kadiwéu has seven aspect markers ---completive/incompletive/durative, telic/atelic, repetitive, and intensive ---and two mood markers, conditional and desiderative. this is why we have decided to have t and Mod as independent Pos tags.
second, Kadiwéu has a quite recursive genitive grammar, in which each noun is marked as possessive. We assign a special tag to these nouns, N$, which is not used in the Portuguese system but already exists in the english system.
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Cadernos de Estudos Linguísticos v.59 n.3 Campinas, pp. 631-648 -set./dez. 2017 Complement clauses are introduced by the complementizer me. Control structures ---structures in which either the subject of the main clause is also the (semantic) subject of the subordinate clause or the object of the main clause is also the (semantic) subject of the subordinate clause ---have the same structure. that is, the main and subordinate clauses must be separated by the complementizer me.
adverbial clauses are introduced by nige, naGa, and noaGa. the complementizer nige can be glossed as 'C (fut)', naGa as C (non-fut)', and noaGa as 'where'.tensed complementizers will be tagged Ct and untensed complementizer (including the one that introduces relative clauses) will be tagged C. relative clause are introduced by the complementizer ane, which is also tagged C. location, purpose, and manner clauses also involve relativization. they are introduced by a relative pronoun followed by another C node: i 'introduces place clauses', le:Godi 'introduces explicative clauses', and oda:Ge: 'manner clauses'.
Kadiwéu lacks prepositions entirely. the structures that contain prepositions in languages like english have applicatives (therefore we have included a vBaPl tag) or are in a serial verb construction in Kadiwéu.
as Portuguese, Kadiwéu has a rule of contraction between two adjacent words, the first of which corresponds to a functional category. Since each word has a separate syntactic function, they have to be split at the syntactic level. as for Portuguese (cf. table 1), we use in this case a complex tag in which the + symbol indicates that the corresponding morphological unit is composed of two independent heads. the complete list of Pos tags is given in table 4 below. the tags that are not part of the tagging system for Portuguese are marked with an asterisk. Note that if we sum the two set of morphological tags, proposed above in tables 2 and 3, with respectively 12 and 15 elements, plus the Pos tags listed in table 4, which totalizes 37 elements, we obtain the total of 64 tags. this is a rather economical system, if we compare it to english (around 80) and Portuguese (more than 350). this again suggests that our proposal of splitting the Pos and the morphological level annotation is on the right track. Moreover, only 6 basic Pos tags (plus 2 complex tags) are not in the list currently used for english or Portuguese (see the asterisks in table 4). this is a very nice and encouraging result with respect to the feasibility of the adaptation of already existing annotation systems to entirely new languages.
as for the syntactic annotation of Kadiwéu, things are even simpler, since we can simply adopt, as a point of departure, the whole list of categories used to annotate english and Portuguese. (cf. respectively http://www.ling.upenn.edu/histcorpora/annotation/index.htm and http://www.tycho.iel.unicamp.br/~tycho/corpus/ manual/syn-frm.html). We leave as an empirical question the rigorous definition of the syntactic labels necessary to annotate the language. As a first approximation it is possible to claim that some of the existing ones, as expected, will not be relevant due to some specific grammatical properties of the language. First, as already mentioned, P does not exist as a category and therefore, no kind of PP is projected. second, not all the types of IPs (Inflectional phrases -a label referring to either clauses with no complementizer, or to the part of the clauses governed by complementizers) used in the english and Portuguese annotation system are necessary to describe Kadiwéu syntax. For instance, finiteness is not expressed in clauses. Therefore, the categories denotating infinitival, gerundive and participial clauses in English and Portuguese, respectively IP-INF, IP-Ger and IP-PPl, will not be required, for Kadiwéu. the main distinction will be therefore between matrix clauses (IP-Mat) and subordinate clauses immediately dominated by CP (IP-sUB).
We leave for further research the question of whether the notion of small clauses (IP-sMC) is relevant for the annotation of this language.
as for CPs, Kadiwéu has, like english and Portuguese, complement clauses (CP-tht), adverbial clauses (CP-adv), interrogative clauses (CP-QUe), relative clauses (CP-rel, CP-Frl), comparative clauses (CP-CMP), and cleft sentences (CP-CFl) .
Finally, Kadiwéu has, as expected, all the functions expressed by NPs in other languages: subjects (NP-sBJ), direct objects and nominal predicates (NP-aCC), genitive noun phrases (NP-GeN), appositive noun phrases (NP-PrN), and adverbial noun phrases (NP-adv). We shall only add the label NP-aPl for the equivalent of PPs in Portuguese and english. It is a matter of further research whether dative objects are to be labeled independently, using the NP-dat tag.
sytem implementAtion
In the current system of the tycho Brahe Corpus, the tagging step and the parsing step are completely dissociated. the tagger 6 is incorporated into the xml editor e-dictor, while the parser 7 runs on the txt output of the tagger, creating a file which is completely independent of the rest of the system. We are now implementing a new system (the tycho Brahe Framework) in which all the steps of the processing of the texts are integrated with each other.
In this section we detail the computational implementation for the tagging and parsing processes integrated into this framework, a web-based system composed of a complete system of edition and annotation called edictor 8 and search mechanisms for morphological and syntactic purposes cf. www.tycho.iel. unicamp.br/tbf/.
Basically, the system operates in a multi-corpora environment that allows multiple corpora to be maintained all together with multiple available services stored in the cloud. edictor is the main interface for user input. the information must be presented to the software in a way that allows the user to insert textual, morphological and syntactic information.
The first step is for users to inform which are the morpheme or/and POS tags that they will use in their annotation schema. doi/10.20396/cel.v59i3.8651003 Cadernos de Estudos Linguísticos v.59 n.3 Campinas, pp. 631-648 -set./dez. 2017 Those must be predefined for the software to be able to run tagging and parsing. With that in mind, the edictor interface should be able to let users choose which tags are appropriate for each word or morpheme from this predefined set.
In the case of a language like Kadiwéu, where morphemes are tagged independently from words, the mechanism is the following. When users click on the word, a box is opened for the user to inform the morphemes that compose that word. this is done by simply inserting a white space among each morpheme. --
the system, then, catches this string and breaks it by applying the tokenization process, creating a computational object for each morpheme in the document structure.
visually, words (tokens) and morphemes (split tokens) are presented to the user with different colors and, below each, there is a field where the user can choose the appropriate tag for that token or split token. the system automatically feeds the list with the correspondent tags, i.e., if it is a token, only the Pos tags are available, otherwise, if it is a split token, the morpheme tags are displayed. the interface also has a button to toggle between split tokens and tokens, so that it is possible to set a POS tag to a token and different morpheme tags for each split tokens related to that token. this is what we call a two-level tagging approach. Internally, the system is organized in a system of parameters. the parameter, for the system, is a typified entity, which means that this entity is designed as a single computational object for several purposes. In this case, one type is the Pos tags and the other is the morpheme tags.
the way parameters are used depends absolutely on the logic set for the system. the Pos tags and morpheme tags are used within the system for three major reasons : 1 -to display the list of tags at the interface for the user (as explained above), 2 -To distinguish different tokens for the corpus dictionary, 3 -to feed the tagger and parser trained models. the tycho Brahe Framework has also a built-in dictionary model for each individual corpus. this means that each word or morpheme (token or split token) is recorded into the database to be used for two main purposes: to fill token information automatically at the interface and to realize automatic linearization. Pos tags are used within a pair-based approach to keep token singularity, i.e., the system conceives each word as a pair of its value (the word per se) and its tag. 
all this information feeds the tagger and the parser trained models. the system uses this stored information to keep track of the most probable combination of words given by the user as its input. as a probabilistic model, the tagger 'guesses' which are the most probable tags for each given word. one important thing to notice here is that the tagger needs some primary input information to be able to analyze the words and return the associated tags. this is why there is an interface for receiving this information. the tagger and parser accuracy directly depends on the amount of given information.
this way of working with two independent tagging levels allows the system to behave in two different ways with tags. First using POS tags to feed the tagger as explained above and second to realize linearization (automatically split tokens into smaller units) associating the correspondent morpheme tags with the words.
seArching
The Tycho Brahe Framework will provide two different approaches for searching over documents and corpora. The first one is a word/POS tag linear mechanism that allows the user to search for any word w.r.t either its specific value or its POS tag, i.e., the user may search for a specific word at a specific position in the sentence, for example, all sentences that starts with the word 'hello' and realize combinations with more words, for instance all sentences that starts with the word 'hello' followed by the word 'world' or all sentences that starts with the word 'hello' followed by any word tagged with the Pos tag 'N' for noun. through the interface, the user creates his queries by associating boxes that allows him to select a word ('hello') or a Pos tag (the list of available tags is displayed). He may also search for specific morphemes or morpheme tags combining with the words, for example, all sentences that starts with the word 'hello' and whose next word is composed by this or that morpheme. this mechanism is still under development and will be released soon. the second approach consists in a purely syntactic search where the system's interface allows the user to draw a piece of a syntactic tree starting from the syntactic nodes like IP, CP, NP, etc. down to the most embedded words.
this mechanism consists in decomposing the tree into several smaller chunks as exemplified below. after that, all chunks are converted into a query for searching over the structures stored into a NosQl database to retrieve all sentences that match the criteria given by the user. this mechanism is also under development and will be released soon.
Both mechanisms store all queries made by the user for future research and are also integrated into an analytics module based on document metadata information like geographical and period information, literary genre and others.
another important feature for those mechanisms is that they allow the users to continue searching over the results of a searching as many times it is possible and also choose which mechanism to use, for example, the user may first realize a linear searching then a syntactic one over the results and vice-versa.
the tycho Brahe Framework is still under development but it can be visualized at the following address: http://www.tycho.iel.unicamp.br/tbf 
